SOLID Tiled accumulation fireplaces
Radiation heating well balanced with warm air flow: It was the goal of SOLID fireplaces´ designers that has been
reached in its entirety. This product feature pure lines, precise workmanship and large-format hand-made ceramic
tiles.
The heating process of SOLID tiled fireplaces is based on heat radiation and warm air flowing, both modes work simultaneously.
In the lower part of the unit, cold air enters into the fireplace, flows through the unit to its upper section, from where warm air
gradually flows into the room. The system has been designed, primarily, for heating by radiation, warm air flowing (or
convection) being a pleasant complement. Both heating modes operate automatically. All types of tiled fireplaces can be
improved by installation of the accumulation heat exchanger, increasing overall efficiency of the unit by accumulation of more
energy for its subsequent radiation. Moreover, SOLID A tiled fireplaces are fitted with accumulation heat exchanger to retain
heat for its subsequent radiation into the room. Ceramic tiling on all three sides. Three tiled fireplace types are available: with
flat hearth or hearth in the right/left corner. SOLID FN differs from other units of the F range by using structured tiles on its sides.
The combustion chamber is cladded with fireclay fittings. Standard model is without grate, but it can be easily modified to a
model with the grate. Innovative exhaust gas management system DOUBLE SPIN increases overall stove efficiency. Standard
flue gas outlet is on the top or in the back. Secondary air supply onto the inner side of the door is an efficient solution to avoid
dirt deposits, hence, you will not be distracted from viewing into the flames. Primary and secondary air intake is easily controlled
by one control element. Sufficient air for an optimum combustion process will be provided by the EAI system (external air intake
from the exterior). In „Z“ models (SOL F Z, SOL F A Z, SOL FN Z, SOL FN A Z, SOL L Z, SOL L A Z, SOL R Z, SOL R A Z), the EAI
system can be connected from below (‟from the floor‟) using optional AIRBOX 01 system element.

SOLID F
tile

Prices on request at your seller
order code: SOL F
with rear flue gas exhaust - order code: SOL F Z
with accumulation exchanger - order code: SOL F A
with accumulation exchanger, rear flue gas exhaust - order code: SOL F A Z
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Glaze colours

Technical parameters
Height

1825 mm

Width

722 mm

Depth

456 mm

Door height

407 mm

Door width

554 mm

Weight

311 kg

Regulated output

2,4-7,0 kW

Smoke flue diameter

150 mm

Flue socket diameter

150 mm

External air intake diameter

125 mm

Axis height of rear outlet

1450 mm

Draught

10 Pa

Efficiency

83,6 %

Average wood consumption

1,3 kg/h

A+

Accessories
AIRBOX 01

Download
Declaration about qualities
Ecodesign (EU 2015/1185)
Energy label and product sheet
Energy label (EU 2015/1186)
Instruction manual
Technical documentation
Technical sheet
Warranty certificate
Download our catalogue!
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